Who are the
Friends of
Tower Hamlets
Cemetery
Park?

The Friends of Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park are a small charity who work
to care for and celebrate Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park in East London.
Since 1990 we have been managing everything from emptying the bins and
removing ivy from monuments to leading forest schools, helping families
discover their ancestors buried with us and telling the story of our amazing
historic cemetery and nature reserve.
With just three staff members (alongside a huge amount of support from
our volunteers, members, partner organisations and our wider community)
we have made Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park the wonderful space it is
today. Now we are planning for our future by creating a Conservation
Management Plan that will help guide us for the next 30+ years.

Planning for the future
The Friends of Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park are seeking the feedback of our members,
volunteers and the wider community as we finalise our Conservation Management Plan (CMP).
The CMP was commissioned as part of a National Lottery Heritage Fund grant for Tower
Hamlets Cemetery Park, secured by the Friends. The Friends have also been successful in
obtaining additional funding to help with the project from The Pilgrim Trust as well as from
hosting Crowdfunders, Marathon runs, online talks and guided walks.
The CMP, once completed, will help the Friends to:
• better understand the history of the Cemetery Park
• ensure both nature and heritage are cared for
• establish plans for future work that will make the site more accessible and inviting
• improve the experience of our visitors and our community

• Plan the next 30+ years of conservation work
This work will include everything from restoring some of our monuments and encouraging
more wildflowers to grow to making our trails more accessible and improving our forest school
and events spaces.
Your views are an important part of the CMP and will help us to ensure that we are making
improvements that will help our community to love the Cemetery Park even more.

Since September 2020, we’ve been working on
producing the CMP. Below are a few of the things that
have informed our plans for the future:
• We’ve invited over 1500 of you to try new heritage
activities and share your thoughts on how we could
bring heritage to life at the Cemetery Park.
• We’ve conducted visitor surveys with 180 people and
talked to hundreds of you on social media and on site
about the things you love (and maybe don’t love)
about Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park
• We’ve invited heritage professionals to conduct
monument surveys on some of our largest and most
beautiful monuments and document the changes to
our historic landscape

• We’ve surveyed our 1940s lodge building to
understand the best ways to use the space in the
future
• We’ve spoken to our volunteers, members and local
community organisations about what they’d like to
see at the Cemetery Park

Tell us more!
Whilst there are many small projects that
will form the next 30+ years of work for the
Friends, this document will share with you
the four main areas of work that will make
the biggest changes to the Cemetery Park.
In this document we will tell you a little
about these projects and why we have
decided to make them happen. We
encourage you to read through and maybe
take a walk in the Cemetery Park and
imagine what these projects might look
like, how they would impact your time at
the Cemetery Park and how we can raise
money to get the work done.
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Hamlets Way

Future plans

Entrance & Lodge
Feedback:
• Lack of information
• Unclear who runs the site or where to go
• Looks untidy and uninviting
• No public bathrooms
Potential Improvements within CMP
• New, more accessible information Boards
• Maps and trails available
• Create a small visitor center in the Lodge (as well as offices,
toilets and event space)
• Repair and paint the railings and plant up the area to make it
look more inviting

Heart of the Cemetery
Historic Research
• Area has been changed to no longer match the original layout of the historic cemetery
• Was once the thriving heart of the historic cemetery
Feedback
• Visitors unaware of the original Anglican chapel that was once there
• Area is hard to navigate, particularly for those with accessibility needs (buggies/wheelchairs etc) and confusing
on our maps and trails
• A little untidy in areas and hard to reach (or even see) the public graves in the area
Potential Improvements within CMP
• Reestablish the ‘Heart of the Cemetery’ to support easier navigation, access to public graves and an even more
beautiful space for visitors to spend time in
• Encourage more wildflowers and wildlife by bringing more light to the area through removal of some trees
• Reopen the original pathways
• Create signs or artwork that showcase the old chapel

Forest School Spaces
Feedback:
• Most people love the Forest School
• Current area looks a bit ‘tired’ and has led to ‘trampling’ of
the existing area
• Not very big for larger groups to take part
• A long way from the toilets for little humans
Potential Improvements within CMP
• Open up an additional space for Forest School and other
events run by the Friends
• Introduce more designated spaces to play at each site,
helping to be able to better manage wear and tear and
keep wildflowers safe from little feet in other areas
• Replace the old seating area at the original forest school
with harder wearing materials

New forest school to be located here

Paths, Trees & Monuments
Feedback:
• Some paths are worn, uneven or inaccessible
• Some routes are used a lot, and lead to wear and tear to headstones and plants
along path edges
• People love the ‘wild’ woodland areas
• Some of the gravestones look uncared for
• Whilst people love the trees, there are too many in some areas meaning some
species struggle to grow
• Easy to get lost, although some people love that!
Potential Improvements within CMP
• Put in place a monument work plan that will help us decide which graves to focus
on when fundraising for repairs
• Increase heritage volunteering to keep ivy and young trees away from gravestones
• Improve pathways and add more information boards and trails to the main
designated routes but keep some smaller paths through the wilderness
• Continue to plant more species of wildflowers and diversify nature at the Cemetery
Park
• Improve the historic paths around the Cemetery Park that tell the story of our
historic landscape

To share your views and find out more about the CMP, you can either
attend one of our workshops (listed below) or email us your thoughts at
contact@fothcp.org.

How to get
involved

❖10th July – Members and volunteers workshop at the Soanes Centre
❖13th July (Online) – Presentation and digital focus group

❖20th July – Community workshop at the Soanes Centre
❖23rd July – Community workshop at the Soanes Centre

